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the tide is turning
Bucking global trends, fisheries that have graduated to rights-based
management harvest the full range of benefits: longer seasons, lower risks,
higher revenues, less waste, and more full-time jobs.
As North America’s fish stocks crashed under the
weight of a broken system, innovative fishermen
moved toward a real solution that replaced flawed
restrictions with proven incentives. Governments
set scientific performance targets, then let
fishermen choose how to meet these standards in
a way that makes sense for their businesses.
In exchange for keeping within allocated limits,
fishermen could decide when and how to fish their
defined, allocated quota. Under certain programs,
they could choose to lease, sell or buy shares of
the fishery. ‘Catch shares’ describes the diverse
portfolio of fishery management options
that align the interests of all stakeholders.
Now, more scientific results have come in, backing
catch shares across the board. A comprehensive
analysis compared the environmental, economic
and social performance of this diverse portfolio.
The report examined 15 major North American

catch share fisheries before and after they
graduated to this scalable, flexible solution.
Net Gains outlines the peer-reviewed study’s
findings of when, where, how, why, and for whom
catch shares progressively work.

COMPARE THE NUMBERS
Before: Broken System

After: Catch Shares

Fishing Seasons

Shrank 63 days

Expanded to 245 days

Catch Limits

Exceeded 44% of the time

Complied 94% across
86 seasons

Discarded Fish

Increased 60%

Reduced 31%/60%
after 5/10 years

Safety

At risk

Improved 260%

Revenues per Vessel

Down 6%

Up 90% after 5 years

Employment in FullTime Equivalents

Declined 51%

Rose 2%

Researchers collected data at three stages: five years prior, one year prior, and five years after a fishery
graduated to catch shares management.

coast to coast recovery
From the Gulf of Maine to the Gulf of Mexico, and from California’s Channel Islands
up through British Columbia and Alaska, the analysis looked at all 15 federally
managed fisheries under catch shares by 2012. It measured environmental, social
and economic performance. All three areas saw improvement.

In order to form a more
perfect fishery

or allocate quota directly to communities to ensure
their enduring participation.

This comprehensive study documents compelling
evidence that well-designed catch shares can
and do: replenish fisheries, reduce waste, and
provide safer, better paying jobs.

Because catch shares unite stakeholders within
the fishery, all parties are better able and willing to
address external threats arising beyond it.

The analysis even addressed valid concerns.
Will catch shares let better capitalized fishermen
gain a monopoly? Will small, local, artisanal or
recreational fishermen be left out? In response to
such questions, the study showed catch shares
can flexibly address issues that arise through
customized plans. Careful designs prevent
ownership concentration through regulatory caps,

From a destructive ‘race to the bottom’…
Industrial Age technology fueled the decline of
North America’s open access fish stocks. To
halt overfishing, in 1976 Congress in passed the
Magnuson-Stevens Act that “domesticated” US
fisheries and established regulations on fishing.
But these well-intentioned laws to save fisheries
may have inadvertently accelerated their depletion.
Instead of seeking long-term goals, flawed
regulations emphasized short-term methods.
They cracked down on: vessel numbers, trip
length, boat size, gear type, season duration, or
hours logged. By ignoring positive incentives,
the top-heavy constraints forced fishermen to fish
in derby-style that risked lives, wasted money,
sacrificed equipment and degraded the fishery.
Short seasons made fishermen rush to catch –
and then throw back, dead or dying – non-target
bycatch, accidental sizes or overrun volumes.
Even if sick, injured, or facing foul weather,
fishermen all too often had to take chances.

Worse, when forced to unload all catches at once,
even diminished hauls were landed during market
gluts that depressed prices and eroded jobs. Many
found this broken system to be unacceptable.
Compelling evidence about catch shares has
proven it is also unnecessary.

“These well-intentioned laws to save fisheries
may have inadvertently accelerated their depletion.”

to a creative ‘ascent to the top.’
Catch shares align the interests of fishermen with
the integrity of their fishery. When fishermen gain
a secure share of fish, it changes their incentives
and methods and encourages them to maximize
its value by protecting and restoring fish
populations. Communities may for centuries have
practiced this durable form of bottom-up fisheries
management. But all too often these informal
systems were uprooted by outside political,
commercial and technological pressures.
Custom-designed catch share solutions combine
ancient local wisdom with modern science and
formally enshrined legal recognition. They balance
ecologically sound catch limits with exclusive,
secure privileges for fishermen. They offer
fishermen more flexible autonomy in exchange
for more transparent accountability.
Does this social contract work? Can a portfolio of
catch shares deliver results? Has it brought about
more abundant and profitable fisheries?
The recent Marine Policy paper answered these
questions with authority in a comprehensive

“Custom-designed catch share solutions
balance ecologically sound catch limits
with exclusive, secure privileges
for fishermen.”

study. The peer-reviewed analysis – Assessing
Catch Shares’ Effects: Evidence from Federal
U.S. and Associated British Columbia Fisheries –
documented where, how and why a portfolio of 15
broken fisheries bounced back upon adoption of
a more ecologically durable, and economically
valuable, approach.

Evidence that Fisheries Improve
Under Catch Shares
Opening Up Choices
Season Length Grew
Days Per Year

245

84

63

5 years pre
Catch Shares

To reduce pressure, the broken system compressed average seasons to 63 days.
With secure quotas of fish at sea, catch shares give fishermen freedom to choose
the best days to harvest.
In the first five years under catch shares, average fishing seasons increased
to 245 days

1 years pre
Catch Shares

5 years post
Catch Shares

Building on Trust
The flawed system pitted fishermen against government officials in a vicious cycle
of mutual suspicion. Catch shares align the interests of both sides with secure and
accountable quotas encouraging all parties to monitor pressure, share data and
explore innovations.

Compliance Improved
110%

105%
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TOTAL CATCH LIMIT

95%

90%

In near total compliance, catch share fisheries exceeded limits only five times
across 86 seasons
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Ending Haste and Waste
Commercial Discards Reduced

100%

100%

50%

50%

Under the broken system, regulatory restrictions drove commercial boats to dump excess
seafood overboard. By encouraging careful fishing, catch shares dramatically reduced
discards.
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Within ten years, Alaskan pollock, sablefish and halibut fisheries reduced discards
by 50-65%
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As North America’s fish stocks crashed under the
weight of a broken system, innovative fishermen
moved toward a real solution that replaced flawed
restrictions with proven incentives.

Growing the Pie
With long-term incentives for efficiency and care, catch shares help each fishery recover.
As it grows resilient, catch limits can also steadily increase, ensuring everyone’s ‘pie slice’
gets bigger.
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Catch per Boat Increased
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Under catch shares, limits rose 13% after five years, and 19% after ten years
5 years pre
Catch Shares
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The old system shrank fisheries’ size, efficiency and value. Catch shares reverse that.
Flexibility boosts revenues and reduces waste and fuel costs. It widens profit margins,
provides longer seasons, avoids market gluts and delivers a fresher product bringing
higher prices ashore.
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Banking on Fish

Revenues Increased
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Under catch shares, fleet-wide revenues increased 27% after five years,
and 68% after ten

Avoiding Needless Risks
It remains a dangerous profession. But catch shares let captains choose when to fish.
Now they have time to make repairs. Crews can take breaks during storms, and save trips
for fair weather.

Safety Increased

26

100

38

Fishing safety tripled; search and rescue missions decreased from 33 per year to 10
under catch shares in the Alaska halibut fishery
5 years pre
Catch Shares

Employment Stabilized

Percent of full-time employment opportunities

34%

5 years pre
Catch Shares

96%

21%
1 years pre
Catch Shares

1 years pre
Catch Shares

5 years post
Catch Shares

Securing Good Jobs
Under the broken regulatory system, total employment declined 51%. Now that boats
aren’t forced to race the clock and hire short-term and part-time crews, longer seasons
allow opportunities for full-time employment to quadruple, often with better paying jobs.
Under catch shares, crew wages in the Alaska crab fishery increased 66%

5 years post
Catch Shares

Where do we grow from here?
The comprehensive analysis offers empirical proof
of successful transitions to a formal catch shares
program – some of which have been in place
for decades. Yet each day informs the next, as
fishermen learn from past experience, and from
each other. The study shows that fishermen and
managers are continually seeking collaborative
innovations and finding new ways to increase
vessel yields, grow revenues, and encourage
long-term stock increases.
Debate is healthy, and welcome. If a better, faster,
or more equitable and efficient way to recover

fisheries exists, let’s compare and learn from all
options. Until then, however, it is time to let fisheries
recover their vigor, and allow fishing communities
to grow their jobs and regain their resilience.
To see how the net gains of catch shares could
improve your fishery, read the full study at:
www.edf.org/AssessingCatchSharesEffects
Or contact the experts by going to:
www.edf.org/oceans/catch-shares
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